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Abstract 
Sun, S.-H., Rings in which every prime ideal is contained in a unique maximal right ideal, 
Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 78 (1992) 1X3-194. 
Our rings have identities and a pm ring is one having the property of the title. In an earlier 
paper (J. Pure Appl. Algebra 76 (2) (1991) 179-192). we discussed certain conditions on 
two-sided ideals, equivalent in the commutative case to the pm property. In the present paper 
we analyze similar conditions on one-sided ideals. As a consequence, we shall prove that, if the 
Prime Ideal Theorem (PIT) holds, then the right-ideal lattice Id,R of a ring R is normal if and 
only if R is Gelfand and satisfies MIT (the Maximal Ideal Theorem). This allows us to redefine 
Gelfand rings and to establish (in a later paper) Gelfand-MuIvey duality only using PIT rather 
than MIT. 
Introduction 
To generalize Gelfand duality from C*-algebras to (not necessarily commuta- 
tive) rings, Mulvey introduced the following notion: a ring R is called Gelfand 
provided that, for any distinct maximal right ideals M,M’ of R, there exist 
elements a FM and a’$M’ of the ring for which aRa’ = 0; the result (see [4]) 
may be called Gelfand-Mulvey duality. Gelfand rings have been studied by 
several authors (see [l, 2, 41). It was shown that although the definition might 
appear to be that of a right Gelfand ring, the condition turns out to be equivalent 
to the corresponding condition framed in terms of maximal left ideals. Clearly, 
this definition is sensible only in the presence of the Maximal Ideal Theorem 
(MIT), whose validity for all rings is logically equivalent to the axiom of choice 
(AC). It is natural to wonder whether there is some other notion which is 
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equivalent to Mulvey’s notion but does not need AC. One of the aims of this 
paper is to show that this is the case (see Section 2) if we use the Prime Ideal 
Theorem (PIT)-which is strictly weaker than AC; so that it is possible to 
establish Gelfand-Mulvey duality only using PIT (for details, see [9]). More 
precisely, we shall prove in this paper that, if PIT holds, then the right-ideal 
lattice Id,R of a ring R is normal (for the definition see below) if and only if R is 
Gelfand and satisfies MIT. 
A ring possessing the property of the title will be called a pm ring. It is easy to 
see that any Gelfand ring is pm. So it is natural to wonder whether the converse is 
true. This has a negative answer given in detail in the author’s paper [7, Example 
2.51. Another aim of this paper is to analyze pm rings and to discuss under which 
conditions a pm ring is Gelfand or its prime spectrum is normal (we shall assume 
MIT for this purpose). For the commutative case, Demarco and Orsatti [3] and 
Simmons [6] showed the equivalence of 
(1) R is pm; 
(2) the maximal ideal space Max R is a retract of the prime ideal space Spec R; 
(3) Spec R is normal; 
(4) for each pair of distinct maximal ideals M, ,M, of R, there are ideals I, ,Z2 of 
R such that I,gM,, I&M, and I,I, =O. 
Thus, commutative Gelfand rings are precisely commutative pm rings. In [7], 
we showed that the equivalence does not hold for noncommutative rings in 
general, and that, for the case of 2-sided ideals, 
(a) (I), (2) and (3) remain equivalent for the class of weakly symmetric rings, 
and 
(b) (l), (2) (3) and (4) remain equivalent for the class of symmetric rings. 
We say that a proper right (2-sided) ideal P of R is prime if aRb C P implies 
a E P or b E P; equivalently, if for any right (2-sided) ideals I and 1, 11 C P 
implies I C P or J C P. In Section 1, we shall show that each pm ring is a pm ring 
in the sense of [7] (that is, each 2-sided prime ideal is contained in a unique 
maximal 2-sided ideal); whence (a) and (b) above hold for pm rings. We also 
compare the 2-sided prime spectra and the one-sided prime spectra; some results 
which seem to be interesting will be obtained. Finally, we shall give an example of 
ring which is pm but not Gelfand. 
1. 
From now on, right ideals will be called simply ideals, and all rings will have 
units. 
Let M be any ideal of a ring R and M” be the greatest 2-sided ideal contained in 
M; then we have the following: 
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Lemma 1.1. 
M(‘=n{[M:r](rER}={aERI(vrER)(raEM)}, 
where (M : Y] = {x E R 1 rx E M}. 0 
Lemma 1.2. If M is a prime ideal, then M” is a prime 2-sided ideal and [M : r] is a 
prime ideal for each rgM. 
Proof. Let aRb c M”; then RaRb c M and so (RaR)(RbR) CM since M is a 
(right) ideal; hence either RaR c M or RbR c M, that is, a E M” or b E M’! To 
show that [M : r] is prime for each r@M, we note first that 1 $ [M : r], i.e., it is 
proper. Now let aRb c [M : r] but a,b@[M : r]; then ra,rb@M, raR,rbRgMM; 
hence raRrbRgMM; equivalently, raRrbgM; that is, there is a z E R such that 
razrb @M-which means azrb $?[A4 : r], giving a contradiction. 0 
Corollary. In any ring, each prime ideal contains a prime 2-sided ideal; and the 
following are equivalent: 
(a) each prime ideal is contained in a unique maximal ideal; 
(b) each prime 2-sided ideal is contained in a unique maximal ideal. 0 
Thus the intersection of all prime 2-sided ideals is the same as that of all prime 
ideals; more generally, given a 2-sided ideal I, the intersection of all prime 2-sided 
ideals containing I is the same as that of all prime ideals containing I. 
In [2] and in [5], it was shown that if R is Gelfand, then each maximal ideal is 
2-sided and is completely prime (P is completely prime if ab E P implies a E P or 
b E P). In fact, we have the following: 
Lemma 1.3. For any ring R, consider the following statements: 
(1) R is pm; 
(2) each maximal ideal is 2-sided; 
(3) each maximal ideal is completely prime. 
Then we have: (1) + (2) + (3). 
Proof. (1) 3 (2). It was shown in [2] that, when M is a maximal ideal, [M : a] is a 
maximal ideal containing M” for each agM. So we have that M = [M : a] since R 
is pm; which means M = M’), so that M is 2-sided. 
To show that (2) implies (3): let ab E M but a$E’M; then b E [M : a]. But 
[M : a] 2 M’:, hence [M : a] = M” since both are maximal 2-sided ideals by (2). 
El 
The converse is not true; for example, each ideal of a commutative ring is 
2-sided but not all commutative rings are pm. 
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We write Id,R and Id,R for the sets of all 2-sided ideals of R and of all (right) 
ideals of R, and write Spec,R and Spec R for the spaces of all prime (right) ideals 
and all prime 2-sided ideals of R with the usual hull-kernel topology respectively. 
The hull-kernel topology on Spec R has a subbase { 0, 1 I E Id,R}, where 
0, = {PESpec R / PpCZ} . 
Notice that this subbase is a topology. Similarly, Spec,R has a subbase { 0; 1 I E 
Id,R}, where 
0; = {P E Spec,R ( Pp(Z} , 
but that subbase does not necessarily form a base for Spec,R (for we have only 
0; fl 01 c 01, rather than 0; n 0; = 01,). 
Write Max,R for the space consisting of all maximal (right) ideals of R with the 
hull-kernel topology. The following lemma shows that it is a subspace of Spec,R. 
Lemma 1.4. Each maximal (right) ideal of a ring R is prime. 
Proof. Let M be a maximal ideal and aRb c M but a $M, b @M; then there are 
mrr,mh E M and r,,r,, E R such that ar, + m, = 1= br, + mb. Hence 1 = (ar, + 
m,)(br, + m,,) = ar,brh + m,br,, + arumh + mumh and 1 - ar,mt, E M; moreover, 
b - ar,m,bE M; and we deduce bE M since ar,m,bEaRbc M, a 
contradiction. q 
Corollary. In a pm ring R, any maximal 2-sided ideal is a maximal ideal; that is, 
Max R = Max,R; and hence R is a pm ring in the sense of [7]. II 
To prove Theorem 1.7 below, we need some elementary lemmas. 
Lemma 1.5. Zf 0, n 0, = 0, where I,J E Id2R, then we have 0; Cl Ol, = 0. 
Proof. Suppose that P E 0; f’ 01; then we have P” E 0, fl 0,. q 
Lemma 1.6. Zf A,B c Spec R are disjoint and closed, then their topological 
closures in Spec,R are disjoint. 
Proof. First note that, if 0, is an open set of Spec R, then 0; is disjoint from the 
closure of (Spec R - 0,) in Spec,R. Now let F,, for i = 1,2, be a pair of disjoint 
closed subsets of Spec R and 0, their complements. Then 01 is disjoint from the 
closure of F, in Spec,R. Suppose that P is in both closures of k, in Spec,R; then P 
contains both I,; whence P” contains both I, since I, is 2-sided; that is, P” is in the 
intersection of F,, giving a contradiction. 0 
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Theorem 1.7. For any ring R in which each maximal ideal is 2-sided, Spec R is 
normal if and only if Spec,R is normal. 
Proof. Suppose that Spec R is normal and F, and F2 are disjoint closed subsets of 
Spec,R. Then F, fl Spec R and F2 fl Spec R are disjoint closed subsets of Spec R; 
whence there are disjoint open sets O,, and 0,2 of Spec R, where I, E Id,R, which 
enclose F, f? Spec R and Fz f~ Spec R respectively. Now we are going to show that 
01, > Fi: if P lies in F, but not in Ol,, then any maxima1 idea1 M containing P is in 
the closure of P, hence in F, and not in 0; since 0: is open. On the other hand, 
by assumption, each maxima1 ideal M is ‘2-sided and hence M E F, n Spec R c 
0,, C 05, (here we use MIT), giving a contradiction. The disjointness of the 06 
now follows from Lemma 1.5. Now suppose that Spec,R is normal. Then the 
normality of Spec R follows from Lemma 1.6. 0 
In [7, Observation 1.41, we showed that the condition that Max R is a retract of 
Spec R is equivalent to the conjunction of the conditions that each prime 2-sided 
ideal is contained in a unique maxima1 2-sided ideal and that the mapping sending 
each prime 2-sided ideal to the unique maximal 2-sided idea1 is continuous. 
Similarly, for any ring R in which each maxima1 (right) idea1 is 2-sided, we have 
that the condition that Max R is a retract of Spec,R is equivalent to the 
conjunction of the conditions that R is pm and that the mapping sending each 
prime ideal to the unique maximal idea1 is continuous. In fact, if 
p : Spec,R-+ Max R is a continuous retraction and p(P) = M, then the closed set 
p-‘(M) contains {p} and hence contains any maxima1 ideal M’ containing P; 
moreover, we then have M’ = p(M’) = M, so that M’ = M is the unique maxima1 
idea1 containing P. 
Theorem 1.8. For any ring R in which each maximal ideal is 2-sided, the following 
are equivalent: 
(1) Max R is a retract of Spec R; 
(2) Max R is a retract of Spec,R. 
Proof. If suffices to show that (1) implies (2). Let p denote the mapping which 
sends each prime ideal to the unique maxima1 idea1 containing it. We want to 
show that p is continuous. Let 9 be a closed set of Max R. We have to show that 
~~‘(9) is closed in Spec,R. Put I= n {PESpec,R 1 p(P) E 9}. We note that I 
is 2-sided since p(P) E 9 implies p(P”) E 9 by the fact that R is pm; and hence 
for each P E Spec,R with P > I, we have P” > I. But the restriction of p is 
continuous on Spec R, so we further have I_L(P”) E 9; whence FL(P) E 9 since 
/-L(P) = p(P”). Thus ~~‘(9) = {P~spec,R 1 P> Z} is obviously a closed subset 
of Spec,R. 0 
Remark. Note that the assumption that each maxima1 idea1 R is 2-sided is not 
only sufficient but also necessary. 
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In [7, Theorem 1.61, we showed that, for any ring R, Spec R is normal if and 
only if Max R is T, and is a retract of Spec R. Here we also have the following: 
Lemma 1.9. Let R be any ring. Then Spec,R is normal if and only if(i) Max,R is 
a retract of Spec,R and (ii) Max,R is compact T,. 
Proof. Let M, # M3 be distinct maximal ideals of R. Then {A!,} and {M2} are 
closed sets of Spec,R. So there are ideals I,, i 5 n and J,, j 5 m of Id,R such that 
M, E O;, n O;? fl ... n 0; ; ,/ MZEO(1,n0;2ne..nO; ,,I 
and 
o,, n o;2 n . . . n o;,, n 01, n o;, n . . . n O;,,, = 0 , 
which means that no prime ideal is contained in M, f? MT; that is, R is pm. Now 
the conclusions follow from Theorems 1.8 and 1.7. Conversely, let I_L be the 
continuous mapping from Spec,R -+ Max,R such that p(M) = M for each M E 
Max,R, and let F,,F, be two disjoint closed subsets of Spec,R; then p(F,) and 
p(F,) are disjoint closed subsets of Max,R. In fact, p(F,) is just the set 
F, n Max,R. So there are two disjoint open subsets of Max,R containing F, n 
Max,R and F7 fl Max,R respectively, since Max,R is compact Tz by assumption. 
Thus their inverse images under p are disjoint and open as required, since p is 
continuous. 0 
Remark. We shall strengthen this result below (see Theorem 1.13) by eliminating 
(ii). 
We write CSpec R for the subspace of Spec R consisting of all completely prime 
2-sided ideals of R. We have the following: 
Lemma 1.10. If R is pm, then Max R is compact T?. 
Proof. Let M, , M, E Max,R with M, # M,. Then the multiplicative system 
S={a,a,...a2n-,a2,1)a2,_,~M,,a,,~MZ,i=1,2 ,..., n} 
contains 0; for otherwise there would be a prime 2-sided ideal P which is disjoint 
from S: which implies P c M, fl M,-a contradiction. Thus we can find a,a2. . . 
a2dh = 0, where a2,-, @Ml, al, @M2, i = 1,2, . . , n. Let I, be the principal 
ideal generated by the element a,a3 . . . a2,,_, and I, the principal ideal generated 
by the element a7a4. . . azn. Then a completely prime 2-sided ideal P which does 
not contain I, must contain Z2. Furthermore, we have Mj p’Z, for i = 1,2 since both 
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M, and M2 are completely prime 2-sided ideals by Lemma 1.3. Thus we find two 
disjoint open subsets of CSpec R which contain M, and M2 respectively. On the 
other hand, for any ring with an identity, Max R is always compact T,. 0 
In [7], we showed that, for any ring R, if F and 0 are a closed set and an open 
set of Spec R respectively with 0 > F fl Max R, then 0 > F. Similarly we obtain 
the following: 
Lemma 1.11. Let R be a ring in which each maximal ideal is 2-sided and let 0 and 
F be an open set and a closed set of CSpec R respectively with 0 > F (7 Max R; 
then we have 0 1 F. 0 
Using Lemma 1.11 and the proof of Lemma 1.10, we immediately have the 
following theorem: 
Theorem 1.12. CSpec R is normal for each pm ring R. 0 
Since the condition that Max,R is a retract of Spec,R implies that R is pm. 
Lemma 1.9 and Lemma 1.10 give the following theorem: 
Theorem 1.13. Let R be any ring. Then Spec,R is normal if and only if Max,R is a 
retract of Spec,R. q 
To apply an argument similar to that of [7, Theorem 1.61 in this case, we need 
some notation and lemmas. Let s(Z) = n {P E CSpec R U Max R 1 P > I}, where 
I is a 2-sided ideal. Then it is easy to see that S(Id?R) is isomorphic to the 
open-set lattice of the subspace (CSpec R U Max R) and that 1 E S(1) implies 
1 E I. By using a similar argument to that of (7, Lemma 1.2 and Theorem 1.31, we 
obtain the following lemma: 
Lemma 1.14. (CSpec R U Max R) is normal if and only if for each pair I,, I2 E 
IdzR with I, + I2 = R there exist J,,J2 E R such that I, + J, = R = I, + J2 and 
S(J, )S(J1) c S(0). 0 
Theorem 1.15. For any ring R, the following are equivalent: 
(1) (CSpec R U Max R) is a normal subspace of Spec R; 
(2) (i) Max R is T3, (ii) f or each P E CSpec R there is a unique M E Max R 
such that PC M and (iii) the mapping sending each P E CSpec R to the unique 
maximal 2-sided ideal containing it is continuous. q 
Using Theorems 1.12 and 1.15, we can obtain the following result. We also 
provide an alternative proof as follows: 
Theorem 1.16. If R is a pm ring, then Max R is a retract of CSpec R. 
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Proof. Define Z_L : CSpec R-+ Max,R = Max R by sending each completely prime 
ideal P to the unique maximal ideal containing it. We shall prove that ZJ is 
continuous. For a closed subset 9 of Max R, we have to show ZY’(9) is closed in 
CSpecR.PutF=n{MIME.9}andZ=n{PECSpecR/~PE.9};wehave 
to show that if P > I and P E CSpec R, then p P E 9. We first observe that if Q is 
a prime ideal (not necessarily completely prime) and Q L B = U {M ) M E S}, 
then the unique maximal ideal containing Q is in 9. In fact, Q + F c B, hence 
there exists a maximal ideal M > Q + F; since M > F and 9 is closed, so M E 9; 
on the other hand, M is the unique maximal ideal containing Q. 
Now let P be a completely prime ideal of R and P 1 Z; it suffices to show that P 
contains a prime ideal Q which is contained in B, since P and Q have the same 
unique maximal ideal containing them which is in 9. Consider each s@B and 
t @P; since P > I, there exists P’ E p-‘(9) such that t,@ P’; and since s g P’ 
(because P’ C B), we have st@ P’ since P’ is completely prime; in particular, 
st # 0. Thus, the multiplicative system 
{S,t,s,r2...s,,t,, /s,@BB,t,@‘,i=1,2,. . ,rr} 
does not contain 0. (Otherwise, we have s, t,s2t2 * . . s,,t,, = 0, s, @B, t, g P, i 5 II. 
Put s=s,s,” . s,, and t = t, tl . . . t,, ; then s $? B and t jZ’P since P is completely 
prime and B is a union of completely prime ideals. Note that each completely 
prime 2-sided ideal which does not contain s must contain t; so we can find two 
disjoint open subsets of CSpec R containing P and 9 respectively. On the other 
hand, since P > I, there is a completely prime ideal P’ with p P’ E 9 such that 
tg?‘P’; hence s E P’ which gives a contradiction.) Thus there exists a prime ideal 
Q disjoint from the multiplicative system; in particular, Q c B n P. The continui- 
ty of p is now proved. 0 
2. 
The main purpose of this section is to give a characterization of Gelfand rings 
which allows us to define them without using AC. 
For a ring R, Id,R is called normal if for each pair I, ,I, E Id,R with I, + Z2 = R 
there are .Z, ,J, E Id,R such that I, + J, = R = I, + 1, and .Z, .Zz = 0. 
By using a characterization of Gelfand rings given by Borceux-Van der Bossche 
[2], it is easy to obtain the following result, e.g., see [5]; but we shall provide a 
different proof which can be generalized to more general settings: see the author’s 
forthcoming paper [lo]. First, we need an analogue of Lemma 1.11. 
Lemma 2.1. Let R be a ring in which each maximal ideal is 2-sided and let 0 and 
F be an open subset and a closed subset of Spec,R respectively, with 0 > F fl 
Max R. Then we have 0 > F. 
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Proof. If P E F but $ 0, then MIT implies that {p} n Max R # 0; that is, there is 
an M E {p} f’ Max R but $ O-a contradiction. 0 
Remark. If R such that Id,R is normal, then PIT implies that the above holds (for 
details see Theorem 2.2 below). 
Theorem 2.2. If PIT holds, then Id,R is normal if and only if R is Gelfand and 
satisfies MIT. 
Proof. Let R be Gelfand and satisfy MIT. We want to show that Spec,R is 
normal. Let F, and F2 be a pair of disjoint closed subsets of Spec,R; then F, n 
Max,R and Fz f’ Max,R are a pair of disjoint closed subsets of Max,R and hence 
are compact subsets. Fix an M E F, f’ Max,R; for each M’ E Fz fl Max,R, we 
have I,U. gM’ and J, ZM with I,. J,,,, = 0. By the compactness of F2 f’ Max,R, 
we can find a finite number of ideals, say I,, 12, . , I,,,, J,, J,, . . , J,,, such that 
M E O;, n Ofi, n . . . n 0,; IIl c OllJz ___,, ??I and F? f- Max R k O;:,r,+...+, , and I, 
Z, J, = 0. hence 
By using Lemma 2.1 above, we have further F2 C 0;,,+,2+...+,,,j. Repeating the 
above procedure, we find ideals I, J such that IJ = 0, F, C 0; and F2 C 0;. NOW 
let Z,,I? be ideals with I, + I, = R and let D,, = {P E Spec,R 1 P > I,}, i = 1,2. 
Then these are disjoint closed subsets of Spec,R; so there are ideals J, ,J2 such 
that 0; > D, and J, J2 = 0 by the above argument. Now we claim that Z, + J, = R: 
if 1 9 1; + J, : then there is a prime ideal P with P > I, + J, ; this means P E D,, 
since P > I,, hence P E O;, since Ofi, > D,,, which means Pp'J, , which is a 
contradiction. 
Now it remains to show that if Id,R is normal, then PIT implies MIT, so that 
we have Mulvey’s original notion. In fact, for each prime ideal P of R, define 
F,, = {I E Id,R 1 I + P = R} ; 
and note that the family F,] has the following properties: 
(1) if Z, + Z, E F,,, then either I, E F,, or I, E Fp; 
(2) ifZEF,andZcJ,thenJEF,. 
In fact, if I, + I, E F,,, then I, + (I, + P) = R by definition; hence there are 
J, , Jz E Id,R such that J, + I, = R = Jz + Z2 + P and 6, J2 = 0 by the normality of 
Id,R. Moreover, we have either J, C P or J2 C P since P is prime; hence either 
I, + P = R or Z2 + P = R, which implies that either I, E Fp or I, E F,, by the 
definition of F,,. The other property (2) is clear. 
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Now let 
we see that 19 M,, by the above property-that is, M,, is proper. Now we show 
that M, is a maximal ideal: if ZZM,, then I E F,,; hence I + P = R, which 
implies that I + M, = R. We also note that P C M, since PJ?? F,,, and that if P is 
maximal, then M, = P. 0 
Remark. This theorem allows us to define Gelfand rings without using AC. In 
fact, PIT is sufficient to establish Mulvey’s duality as developed in [4] (see [9]). 
We write N for the prime radical and N, for the intersection of all completely 
prime ideals. Recall that an ideal I is called symmetric if abc E I implies acb E I. 
A ring R is called weakly symmetric if N contains some symmetric ideal of R- 
equivalently, N = N, and R is called symmetric if 0 is a symmetric ideal. 
The following example shows that a weakly symmetric pm ring is not necessari- 
ly Gelfand; that is, the condition that Spec,R is normal (see Theorem 2.5 below) 
is not sufficient to imply that Id,R is normal. 
Example 2.3. Let R be the rings of all upper triangular 3 x 3-matrices over the 
reals. Then R is a weakly symmetric pm ring but not a Gelfand ring. 
Proof, First we define, for k = 1,2,3, 
M, = {A = (a,,) E R 1 ukk = 0} 
It is not hard to check that each M, is a maximal ideal of R. and that these are the 
only maximal ideals of R. In [7], we showed that R is not strongly harmonic and 
hence is not Gelfand. To keep this discussion self-contained we give a brief proof 
as follows: Let 
p(0) = {A E R 1 the diagonal elements are zero} 
and let I,, denote the matrix whose (i, j)-entry is 1 but all other entries are zero; 
then we have I,,RI,, = 0 whenever i # j, so that I,, is in each prime ideal of R; 
whence for any prime ideal P of R, we have p(O) 2 P. Furthermore, since P is 
proper, there is some I,, with Z,;@P; if, say, I,, g P, then ZZ2,ZY1 E P since 
I,,RIkk C /3(O) G P, k = 1,2; hence P = M,. Thus we have shown that each prime 
ideal is a maximal ideal, hence R is pm. Since p(O) is a symmetric ideal, so R is 
weakly symmetric. Now we show that R is not strongly harmonic: in fact, for each 
A = (a,,)@M, and B = (b,,)$ZM,, we see that a,, # 0 and b,, # 0, hence 
AI,,B # 0; thus, ARB # 0, and R fails to be Gelfand. 0 
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By the fact that each pm ring is precisely a pm ring in the sense of [7] and 
Theorem 1.7, we have the following: 
Theorem 2.4. If R is a pm weakly symmetric ring, then Spec,R is normal; hence 
Max R is a retract of Spec,R. 0 
Theorem 2.5. A symmetric ring R is pm if and only if R is Gelfand. Cl 
In Theorem 2.5, the condition that R is weakly symmetric is not necessary. 
Now we are going to find other conditions which force Spec,R to be normal for a 
pm ring R. 
Recall that a ring R is called an m-ring (see [S]) if the set of all finitely 
generated 2-sided ideals of R is closed under the multiplication of ideals. 
Clearly the class of m-rings includes, besides commutative rings, all (right) 
noetherian rings and all matrix rings over commutative rings. 
In [8], we showed that, for an m-ring R, the following are equivalent: 
(1) Spec R is normal; 
(2) Max R is a retract of Spec R; 
(3) each prime ideal is contained in a unique maximal 2-sided ideal of R. 
Since each pm ring clearly satisfies (3) above (see also the corollary to Lemma 
1.3), we have that Spec R is normal for each pm m-ring R. Now, by Theorem 1.7, 
we have further that Spec,R is normal. Thus we have the following: 
Theorem 2.6. For each m-ring R, the following are equivalent: 
(1) Spec,R is normal; 
(2) Max,R is a retract of Spec,R; 
(3) R is pm. Cl 
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